Direct evaluation of DLVO theory for predicting long-range forces between a yeast cell and a surface.
Using a combined gradient optical trap and evanescent wave light-scattering force-measurement technique, long-range colloidal forces were measured between a single Candida albicans yeast cell and a flat, bare glass surface in electrolyte concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 100 mM NaCl. The Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory was compared to experimentally measured equilibrium force curves and found to provide a close approximation to the decay length of the measured forces for electrolyte concentrations up to about 0.23 mM NaCl. At higher electrolyte concentrations (>/=0.5 mM NaCl), decay lengths of force curves in experimental measurements were consistently longer than Debye lengths calculated from the electrolyte concentrations. In electrolyte concentrations of 10 and 100 mM NaCl, most cells attached rapidly, which prevented measurements of long-range forces. The small fraction of cells remaining unattached in these higher electrolyte concentrations displayed purely repulsive forces. These results show that the DLVO theory accurately describes cell-surface interactions when the Debye length is in the range of 20-30 nm but underpredicts the decay length of the interactions at higher electrolyte concentrations.